Artful DODGER
August 2018

The

1.n. roystering young pickpocket from
Charles Dicken’s Oliver Twist. 2.n. Printed handbill full of tidings from the W.M.I&A.A. with a
th
closing date for contributions of 25
of each month to David Tynan on 98445727 or davidtyn@gmail.com

Vere – the faithful show up for classy production

Who is Yolanda? (see inside)

More detail in Adrian’s report, but Vere was a stunning success on many
fronts. Congratulations to all concerned. Its going to be a long time until I
can forget the image of Adrian sporting an adult nappie!

The Adventures of Freddo the Frog
A Youtube version of Gus McLaren’s animation of “The
Adventures of Freddo the Frog.” (Published first in 1962). If you
are viewing the online version, you should be able to view it by
clicking the link below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FTDUMQa_0Y
A speech given by Denise at a recent regional film festival
celebrates this great historical piece of art.

Recipe of the Month
Known as Avgolemono, this nutritious and
satisfying soup is fabulous for helping to
recover from the last of the winter coughs
and colds . Using home made bone stock and
adding some chicken meat makes it a
complete meal, yum.
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Group reports
Visual Arts News
Still life and life drawing groups moving going
swimmingly. Good models, regulars continuing attending.
Shout out to those wanting take part in the 2 day set-up
(see below). Come for 1st day with 2 models or 2nd for
still life. 24th & 25th Sept. Call Marion on 040839529. Painters all still
on hiatus, but back soon now that Spring has sprung!
Coming up: Two day
program
Event 1:In September we
are planning a two day
event/program on
September 24 and 25. On
Monday 24, we will involve
models (2 is the plan), staged
in a setting to inspire!On
Tuesday 25 the staging will
be maintained in stu, to
visually explore as a “still
life”.
You are most welcome to attend one day or both. The hours will be from
10 am to 2 pm each day. All groups within the WMIAA are invited, please
call Marion with interested or enquiries (0408 395 299)
Marion Cooper

Group reports
More Visual Arts News
It has been a few months of independent travelling for our little group. We have been to Europe and
the warmer areas of Australia over the winter break. These travels will be a great source of inspiration
and conversation when we get together. Some of us are still away and although we were scheduled to
recommence in September, we will now re convene on Friday 5th October. Just in time for the open day
on Sunday 7th organised by Marion Cooper and hopefully we will have some pieces to display. I have spoken to a few
members and we are looking forward to the coming warmer weather. I have not been idle (and I am confident others
have been painting) on our ‘break’. Here are a couple of pieces I have been working on.
Rhonda Stewart

This one was inspired by Queensland beaches.

This painting is not quite complete and was inspired
in Santorini.

This last one is from Robyn Bonthorne, entitled “Warrandyte Walk in Wattle
Time”. It’s currently in Warrandyte Cafe.

Group reports
Pottery News
The Potters are happily working in the studio, and Sheryl has created a wonderful sculptural face. Thank
you to Liz for bringing in the old 70’s crockpot and supplying us with yummy warming soups each week
over the long winter.
On Tuesday 25th September the two pottery groups are meeting together to review the operating of
the studio, and to compare notes . Some of the Tuesday potters are meeting earlier to clean up the
garden at the hall, spring has sprung and so have lots of weeds.
Amanda Sgourakis

The Sharp End
One of our multi-talented members and
WMIAA Web and all things digital guru
Robert Black moonlights as a terrific
cartoonist - you may have seen his work
in other publications, including in the
Warrandyte Diary. Robert generously
permits us to publish one of his ‘gently
twist’ cartoons each month - thanks
Robert!
For more about the Sharp End, go to
http://www.robertblack.com.au/thesharp-end

Group reports
Theatre News
“Vere” is dead… Long live the panto.
We have just had a fantastic run of 6 performances of “Vere” with really very good audiences and a
wonderful set of numbers. The advanced ticket sales shown on Trybooking were 379. Adding walk-ins
and subtracting one or two no shows, we reckon that just about 400 people saw this show. An average
of 66.66666666 people attending per show. Sorry about the decimal places - it’s just since inhabiting
Vere for 2 months, I have this thing about numbers now; I still can’t count to 3 properly.
We put the success down to a few factors. If only we had some way to calculate which of the variables was the most
relevant. Could it be:
N – 4 new cast members and 1 new director – together with families and friends
R – the John Doyle factor
D – the excellence of prior show – “Doubt” underpinning our reputation
C – Contemporary black comedy with themes that resonate
A – Aussie play
Whatever … N+R+D+C+A = 400 (approximately)
And … a spin off from a successful show is that we have had several people contacting us wishing to get involved –
and not just on stage. Which is really encouraging. Anyhow … “Vere” is gone – he’s flown the building.
As I write it is about X+60 where x = 4pm on Sunday 9/9, ie pantomime audition day. I’ve just been to the hall and
there were several new faces auditioning and a few faces from our recent past – also encouraging, and reassuring too.
We have had great interest from musicians, singers and actors, and we are looking forward to hearing what transpires
and of course another successful show.
Save the day therefore:
“Festivillain “– an original pantomime by Keryn Woods with music and songs from Jack Stringer and Alan Cornell.
Directed by David Tynan and assisted by Renata Levin-Buckland (16/11,17/11, 23/11,24/11,30/11, 1/12, 1/12)
Bookings already open on http://www.trybooking.com/XBKC
Big bump, clear and throw out this coming Saturday 15th Sept 1-5 pm
As you know we suffer from lack of storage space – an issue which is being addressed. In
the meantime, we will bump out from the set of “Vere” and at the same time discard for
ever items of set and props that are no longer needed nor felt worthy of storage. The
lean-to by the pottery studio is a rat’s nest of assorted stuff much of which can go.
It would be great and handy if we could get a few people to the hall to help. You didn’t
have to spend the entire 4 hours there but if you can lend a hand for part of that time,
it’ll make our job easier. We shall shout pizzas and drinks at 5.30 at David and Sim’s
place.
Some items which I am not sure about and which people may have a use for are:
•
Excess rostra
•
3 large, heavy wire frames
Basically, we will aim to turf items which are common or for which we have no immediate need, retaining unusual or
hard to find items.
Telescope for sale …
And lastly, there is a large entry level telescope which was bought for $139 for the play and which will go back on e-bay
shortly. Please make me an offer. It will take care of Christmas for some lucky person. And, you can see the
Southern Cross if pointing in the right direction.
Adrian

Panto time! - The Festivillain

Gus and Freddo - the speech
As Gus’s partner of many years, Denise Farran was recently asked to speak at the Woodend Short Film Festival. The Committee had
included in their program Gus McLaren’s animation of “The Adventures of Freddo the Frog.” Gus is also remembered for his theatrical
contributions to the Warrandyte Theatre Company. Denise’s speech is reproduced below.
Thank you for the warm welcome and congratulations to the dedicated committee for
putting together this fabulous night of short films and animation clips. May there be many
more. Which brings me to Gus McLaren’s animation of The Adventures of Freddo the
Frog. Gus is probably better known as a potter – Gus McLaren of Potters Cottage
Warrandyte, but as we will hear and see, he also had a notable career as an animator.
Gus was basically a self-taught artist who loved to draw. A stint at Collingwood Tech was
really the only formal training he had. He drew “gag cartoons” for a variety of newspapers
up and down the eastern seaboard. “Just Gus” was his tag.
Gus was not christened with this name. His birth name was
William George McLaren and the name Gus was coined by a
group of York St, Richmond boys who nicknamed him
Gussy. He was always in side drawing, not much of a rough and tumble lad like his York
St contemporaries – hence Gussy and eventually shortened to Gus.
If Gus were alive today he would be in big trouble because it clearly states on this film
canister “Return immediately after telecast!” This is one of a host of canisters that were
housed in a cardboard box that languished around the house from cupboard to shelf. On
reflection not the best preservation techniques for aged film of 56 years. The last time
this film was shown (and on a 16mm projector) was at Gus’s “Ceremony for Life” almost
10 years ago in the Warrandyte Mechanics Institute.
What we will be viewing tonight is 3 minutes of story No 6, Episode No. 2 which was
aired on GTV 9 August 1962. The first episode appeared in June of that year on the
children’s program The Tarax Show. The cartoon ran for about a year with more than
50 episodes made.
Gus’s animation studio was above Tony Rogalsky’s Hot Pot Shop in South Melbourne.
Now Gus who loved a red wine and a good accompanying meal, at lunchtime would
down pencils and don an apron to help Tony in the restaurant. Well you can imagine
the afternoon drawing sessions either started late or not at all! Gus used to call the remains of wine in a bottle “fairy
wine” and naturally had to be finished – hence the late afternoon starts.
The Melbourne agency Fanfare produced The Adventures of Freddo
the Frog and it was the first Australian animated TV series. I recall Gus
talking about local TV being in need of its own animation unit, as
most of what was viewed on TV was American. According to Alex
Stitt of Fanfare who was a great friend and mentor, Gus is attributed
to directing, writing, and animating most of it, with Dick Sawers
designing and painting the backgrounds for it.
Gus relished in talking about meeting Mr. MacRobertson and showing
him his designs for Freddo. The small upright amphibian went from
wearing a kilt to a bow tie. Mr MacRobertson was delighted with new
Freddo image. Keep in mind when watching this film that the debut of
The Adventures of Freddo the Frog was a significant moment in
Australian animation history.
Finally you will be pleased to know that the box of canisters eventually made their way to a proper home – the nation
Archives for Film and television, Canberra.
Except for this escaped one! Enjoy.
Denise Farran

Vere – Diary Reviews

Warrandyte Music Concerts

From the archives – front garden
A bit of history from the archives - some photos of the hard work that was done to landscape, pave and tile the front garden path in 2001.

How many of the faces can you recognise?

Panto time! - The Festivillain

